
 
 
   
 

 

 
 
 
 
March 26, 2020 
 
 
Westwinds Residents 
All Supportive Living Lodge Communities 
 
 
Subject: Coronavirus (COVID – 19) Update #2 Visitor Restriction 
 
 
With growing global concerns surrounding the COVID-19 (coronavirus), we want to 
provide you with an update to our response in order to maintain the safest environment for 
our residents, employees and visitors/contractors.  The provincial government has 
heightened the level of access to all senior’s lodges to protect vulnerable seniors as of 
March 22, 2020. 
 
In addition to previously indicated security provisions, which including locking all doors to 
the lodge and controlling access to one visitor at a time; the Province has instituted the 
following additional guidelines for your safety and that of your fellow residents: 

• Visitors to any continuing care facility (all licensed supportive living - lodge and long-
term care) in Alberta are limited to a single individual designated by the resident or 
guardian (or other alternate decision-maker).  Westwinds will assume the 
designated visitor is your responsible party unless advised otherwise by you.  

• Each essential visitor must be verified and undergo a health screening prior to 
entering the facility. This includes a temperature check and a questionnaire. 

• Facilities must have security staff or a greeter to conduct this screening and verify 
the visitor as the designate. 

• Exceptions to these essential visitor rules can be made by the designated visitor for 
the resident’s family, their religious leader(s), and their friends to visit a person who 
is dying, so long as only one visitor enters the facility at a time. 
 

One essential visitor must be designated by the resident/client, or their alternate decision-
maker.  

• This means only a single individual is designated.  
• The designated essential visitor can be a family member, friend or companion. The 

designated essential visitor must be an adult.  
• The Community will confirm each designated essential visitor and ensure that they 

meet the criteria in this document.  
• The site contact can make exceptions for the resident’s family, their religious 

leader(s), and their friends to visit a person who is dying, so long as only one visitor 
enters the facility at a time.  
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Visits from the designated essential visitor are limited to visits meeting either of the 
following two criteria:  

• Visits which provide care and companionship for the well-being of the resident, or  
• Visits in circumstances where a resident is dying (see above).  

 
In order to ensure compliance Westwinds will alarm all exterior doors except where noted 
by the Manager in order to ensure adherence. 
 
Residents are still permitted to exit the lodge, but we encourage you to exercise significant 
pre-caution by avoiding leaving the lodge and if you do practice social distancing.  Where 
possible we are arranging local deliveries to the lodge.  Please also be aware residents 
returning from local regional holidays may be requested to self-isolate for a period of 7-14 
days. 
 
Westwinds Communities requests that you, your family and friends comply with the 
legislation.  Westwinds recognizes the increasing restrictions are challenging, but be rest 
assured they are there to keep you safe as the COVID-19 spreads throughout our 
communities.  We encourage your family and friends to be creative in connecting with you 
and to adhere to our legislated regulations imposed by the province. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Lauren Ingalls 
Chief Administrative Officer 


